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$G$ $G$ Sylowp $P$ $N_{G}(P)$










$B_{i}=\epsilon_{i}(\mathcal{O}G)$ $\mathcal{O}G$ $(\mathcal{O}G, \mathcal{O}G)$ -
(1) $\mathcal{O}G=B_{1}\oplus B_{2}\oplus\cdots\oplus B_{t}$
$G$ (1) $\}$ $B_{i}$ $G$ $(\Psi)$
Bl $(G)$ $\epsilon_{i}$ $B_{i}$ $e_{B_{i}}$
$B\in B1(G)$ $\mathcal{O}G$- $V$ $Ve_{B}=V$ $V$ $B$
$V\in B$ $V$ $G$ $\mathcal{O}$ $X$ $V$ $B$
$X$ $\chi_{X}$ $B$
$G$ $G$ $1_{G}$ $G$ $B_{0}(G)$
$B_{0}$ $G$ Irr$(G)$ Irr $(B)$ $B$ $G$
$H\leq G$ $(\mathcal{O}G)^{H}:=\{x\in \mathcal{O}G|h^{-1}xh=x(\forall h\in H)\}$
$K\leq H\leq G$
$Tr_{K}^{H}:(\mathcal{O}G)^{K}arrow(\mathcal{O}G)^{H}$
$x$ $\mapsto\sum_{h\in K\backslash H}h^{-1}xh$
$B\in$ Bl $(G)$ $B\in ImTr_{p}^{G}$ $P$ $G$-
$P$ $B$
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$H\leq G$ $B’$ $H$ $P$ $C_{G}(P)\leq H\leq$
$N_{G}(P)$ $B’$ Brauer $G$ $B$ canonical $B=B^{\prime G}$
( $C_{G}(P)$ $P$ $N_{G}(P)$ $P$ )
$G$ $P$ $N_{G}(P)$
1 (Brauer $s$ first main theorem). $G$ $p$- $P$ Brauer $G$
$P$ $N_{G}(P)$ $P$
3. BROU\’E PERFECT ISOMETRY
perfect isometry Broue perfect isometry (
[1] ) $G,$ $H$ $B\in$ Bl $(G),$ $B’\in$ Bl$(H)$
$G\cross H$
$\mu$ $\mu$ perfect
(a) $\mu(g, h)\neq 0$ $g$ $h$ $p$ 1, $P$
(b) $\mu(g, h)/|C_{G}(g)$ I $\in \mathcal{O}$ $\mu(g, h)/|C_{H}(h)|\in \mathcal{O}$.
$G\cross H$ $B\cross B’$
$\mu$
$I$ :ZIrr $(B)arrow$ ZIrr$(B’)$
$I( \chi)(h)=\frac{1}{|G|}\sum_{g\in G}\mu(g^{-1}, h)\chi(g)$
$\chi\in$ Irr$(B),$ $h\in H$
$\mu$ ZIrr$(B)$ ZIrr$(B’)$ isometry $\mu$
$B$ $B’$ isometry $\mu$ perfect $\mu$ $B$ $B’$
perfect isometry $B$ $B’$ perfect isometric $I$
perfect isometry
Broue’ $B$ $B’$ $G$ $H$
perfect isometry $g$
$P$ $d_{G}^{(g)}$ :KIrr$(B)arrow KIBr(C_{G}(g))$ $B_{g}$ $B_{g}’$
$B$ $B’$ $C_{G}(g)$ $C_{H}(g)$
$I$ perfect isometry $g\in {}_{G}P$ perfect isometry $I^{(g)}$ :ZIrr$(B_{g})arrow$
ZIrr $(B_{g}’)$ $B_{g}$ $B_{g}’$ $d_{H}^{(g)}I=I_{p}^{(g)}d_{G}^{(g)}$ $I_{p}^{(g)}:KIBr(B_{g})arrow$
$KIBr(B_{g}’)$ $B$ $B’$ isotypic
Broue
2 (Brou\’e $s$ perfect isometry conjecture). $B$ $G$ $P$











$P$ $Q$ $P$ $X(P;Q)$ $V(P;Q)$
$X(P;Q)=\{\theta\in$ ZIrr$(P)|\theta(g)=0\forall g\in P\backslash Q\}$ .
$V(P;Q)= \{\sum_{\varphi\in Irr(Q)}a_{\varphi}\varphi\uparrow^{P}|a_{\varphi}\in Z\}$
.
$X(P;Q)$ $V(P;Q)$ $P$ ZIrr$(P)$ $Z$- $V(P;Q)\subseteq$
$X(P;Q)$
3. $p^{c}X(P;Q)\subseteq V(P;Q)$ $c$
$P$ $Q$ $c(P;Q)$
4. $P$ $Q$ $p^{c}X(P;Q)\subseteq V(P;Q)$ $c$
$c(P;Q)$
$P$ $G$ $H$ $G\cross H$
$\triangle(P)=\{(x, x)|x\in P\}\leq G\cross H$
5. $(g, h)\in G\cross H$ $S_{1}$ $S_{2}$ $C_{G}(g)$ $C_{H}$ ( ) Sylow $p$
$s_{Q}(g, h)$
$p^{s(g,h)}Q= \min\{|S_{1}\cross S_{2}:(S_{1}\cross S_{2})\cap((Q\cross Q)\Delta(P))^{(x,y)}||(x, y)\in G\cross H\}$
6. $s_{Q}(g, h)$ $S_{1}$ $S_{2}$ $g,$ $h$ $g$ $G$- $h$ $H$-
perfect isometry 3 $G,$ $H$ $\mu$
$G\cross H$
$\mu$
7. $\mu$ Q-perfect $g\in G,$ $h\in H$
(A) $\mu(g, h)\neq 0$ $(g_{p}, h_{p}^{-1})\in c\cross H(Q\cross Q)\triangle(P)$ .
(B) $(g_{p}, h_{p})\in_{G\cross H}Q\cross Q$ $(g, h)$ $p^{c(P_{i}Q)}\mu(g, h)/p^{s(g,h)}Q$ $\mathcal{O}$
$(g, h)$ $\mu(g, h)/p^{s_{Q}(g,h)}$ $O$
( $g_{p}$ $g$ )
$\mu$
$B$ $B’$ isometry $I$ $\mu$ Q-perfect $\mu$ $B$
$B’$ Q-perfect isometrg $B$ $B’$ Q-perfect isometric
$I$ Q-perfect isometry
152
$B$ $B’$ $G$ $H$
$g$ $P$
$d_{G}^{(g)}$ :KIrr$(B)arrow KIBr(C_{G}(g))$
$B_{g}$ $B_{g}’$ $B$ $B’$ $C_{G}(g)$ $C_{H}(g)$ $I$ $B$ $B’$
Q-perfect isometry $g\not\in_{c}Q$ $g\in c^{P}$ perfect isometry
$I^{(g)}$ :ZIrr$(B_{g})arrow$ ZIrr $(B_{g}’)$ $B_{g}$ $B_{g}’$ $d_{H}^{(g)}I=I_{p}^{(g)}d_{G}^{(g)}$
$I_{p}^{(g)}:KIBr(B_{g})arrow KIBr(B_{g}’)$ $B$ $B’$ Q-isotypic
2 $P$
2
8. $B$ $G$ $P$ $B’$ $N_{G}(P)$ $B$ Brauer
$N_{G}(P)$ $P$ fusion control
$Q\leq[P, P]$ $Q$ $B$ $B’$ Q-perfect isometric Q-isotypic
$[P, P]$ $P$ fusion control $P$ $G$
$P$ $N_{G}(P)$
$P$ $G$ $N_{G}(P)$
9. 8 $G$ $N_{G}(P)$ $G$ $H$




$G=J_{4}$ $P\cong 11_{+}^{1+2}$ Sylow 11- $Q=[P, P]$
$H=N_{G}(P)\cong 11_{+}^{1+2}$ : $(5\cross 2S_{4})$ $G$ $H$ $B=B_{0}(G),$ $B’=B_{0}(H)$
$G$ 11- 2 $t$ $u$ , $t\in cQ,$ $u\not\in_{G}Q$
$C_{G}(u)\cong C_{H}(u)\cong 11\cross D_{22}$ $C_{G}(u)$ $C_{H}(u)$
$B_{u}=B_{0}(C_{G}(u)),$ $B_{u}’=B_{0}(C_{H}(u))$
$B$ $B’$ Q-perfect isometric $I$ Q-perfect
isometry $I$ $B$ $B’$ Q-isotypic
$I$ Q-perfect isometry, $I^{(u)}$ perfect isometry $I^{(u)}$ $B_{u}$ $B_{u}’$
$d_{H}^{(u)}I=I_{p}^{(u)}d_{G}^{(u)}$ $I_{p}^{(u)}$ $I$ $I^{(u)}$










810 ([6]). $p$ $G$ $B$ $P$ trivial inter-
section 8
11. (i) Q-perfect isometry
GAP[8], CHEVIE[3]
(ii) perfect isometry $Sz(8)$ 2-
$[P, P]$ -perfect isometry
8
12 (Narasaki, Uno [7]). $p$ $B$ $P=p_{+}^{1+2}$ ( $p^{3}$ ,
$p$ extra special $p$ ) 8
9 $G$ $H$ fusion system
8 control block
perfect isometry (
[2], [4] ) isometry Q-perfect isometry
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